CASE STUDY: Commercial Solar Rooftop

Hanwell, West London

Skyline Roofing, the parent company of Skyline Solar, is one of the leading suppliers of roofing and
building materials to London and the South East. It has nine Skyline Roofing Centre branches within
and around the M25, one of which — the Hanwell branch — doubles as the company headquarters
and main warehouse. With its south facing pitched roof, free from shadowing by trees or
neighbouring buildings, this building seemed the perfect for a solar rooftop installation.
THE CHALLENGE
Because the pitched roof rises to 25 metres above ground level, scaffolding or cranes would have
been required to install the edge protection necessary to prevent people or objects from falling off the
roof. This would have been disruptive to neighbouring premises, and costly. >>>
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THE SOLUTION
Skyline Solar drew on its parent
company’s 40 years of practical
experience of construction at height to
devise an alternative way of working. A
team of highly trained installers
abseiled from the top of the roof,
keeping all equipment and
components in boxes secured to the
roof by ropes. The project
demonstrated that Skyline Solar can
innovate to complete challenging
installations quickly and to schedule,
without disrupting day-to-day
operations.
THE RESULTS
System specifications
Generation capacity: 30 kW p
Commissioned: August 2014
Estimated annual output: 26,600 kW h
Actual annual output (first year):
30,160 kW h
Estimated annual savings & revenue:
£30,000
Actual savings & revenue in 1 st year:
£34,200
Annual carbon dioxide emission
savings: 11,850 kg
During its first full year of operation, actual energy output was 13.38% higher than the original
estimate, generating an additional £4,200 in savings and revenue. All the electricity produced is used
on site, maximising the cost benefit.
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